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Freedom Series (2Cor 3:17) 

 2Cor 3:17 -  “Now the Lord is the Spirit, and 

where the Spirit of the Lord is, there is 

freedom”. 

 God is doing some amazing things 

 The difference in this training vs. the 
faith healer (ex. Friend in HK) 

• Not dependent on one faith healer 

• For all disciples (including children*) 

• Church is mobilized as the spiritual 
army 

 

 



Freedom Series (2Cor 3:17) 

 Four part ‘Freedom’ series that focuses 
on the presence of Christ for the 
healing of the body, soul and spirit 
(1Thes 5:23) 

1. Christ’s Power & Authority (CPA) 

 Physical healing 

2. Christ Transformation Prayer (CTP) 

 Emotional healing 

3. Christ’s Spirit & Freedom (CSF) 

 Spiritual healing & Impartation 

4. God’s Plan For the End Time Harvest 

 



Christ’s Transformation Prayer 

 Today’s Focus 

 Part 2 – Christ’s Transformation Prayer 

(For emotional healing) 

 

 What are some examples of emotional 
healing in the Bible? 
 

 

 

 

 

 



Outpour of His Spirit - Freedom (2Cor 3:17) 

 Freedom from depression 

 Freedom from broken relationships 

 Freedom from physical ailments & 
spiritual bondages (non-believers) 

 Numerous emotional disorders healed 
◦ Anorexia, bipolar, depression, addictions, 

sever panic anxiety, shame from abortion, 
sexual abused, etc. 

 Don’t deal with symptoms but the root 

 Impacted young & old in different 
cultures 
 



When the Spirit is upon Jesus… 

 Freedom allows us to love (Ma 22:37-39) 

   ‘You shall love your neighbor as yourself.’ 

 What does it mean to love oneself? 

 A saying in the US: 
◦ “Hurt(ing) people hurt people”  

 Can we love God & others when we are 
filled with hurts in our lives? 

 Yes somewhat… But constrained 

 Results of healing: an uncle’s testimony 

 

 
 

 



In The Beginning (Biblical Basis) 

 God created everything perfect until.. 

 They ate the fruit 

 The negative emotions that resulted 

 Shame, fear, hiding, blame, & anger 

 Talked about “Original Sin”, but what 
happened prior? 
 

 “Did God really say…? 

 “You will be like God” (Gen 3:5) 

 Implication:  “Not Good Enough” 

 
 

 



What The Bible Says 

 What did Satan do? 

 Deceived them..  

 Definition of “Deception” 

 Has no authority over us unless God 
gives it to him (ex. Job) 

 Main weapon or scheme? 

 Lie (John 8:44 – father of all lies) 

 Great deceiver (Rev 12:9) 

 Main lie:  “You’re not good enough” 

 Reactions to this lie?  (ex. Gen 4) 

 
 



Each Memory is a container 

 Each negative memory is a container 
for lie -> sin -> anger/hurt (ex. 
Adam/Eve) 
◦ Lie is inside that container 

◦ Sin are the chain that bounds the lie in 

◦ Anger is the padlock that keeps it tight 

 
 

 



Each Memory is a container 

 

 

 

 

 

 That’s the reason it’s hard for hurting 
people to receive the truth when we tell 
them.  (Ex. Sexual abused) 

 Good News: The Reverse is effective to 
uproot the lie: Anger -> Sin -> Lie (ASL) 

 

 



Each Memory is a container 

 

 

 

 

 

 What Bible Says about how to deal with 
Anger, Sin, and Lie? 
◦ Anger - Eph 4:31, Col 3:8, Gen 4  

◦ Sin - 1 John 1:9, Rom 10:9-10 

◦ Lie - John 8:32 ‘Then you will know the truth 
and the truth will set you free’ 

 

 



Let’s Talk About Anger (& Hurt) 

 Look at Eph 4:26-27, what does it mean 
to give the devil a foothold? 
◦ Ex. Salesman 

◦ Reason we react when stirred up 

 3 times the Bible tells us to get rid of 
anger (Gen 4, Col 3:8, Eph 4:31) 

 Problem is that it does not tell us how 

 Multiple ways to get rid of anger (hurt) 

 What do you think would happen when 
we get rid of that anger? 

 
 

 



Let’s Talk About Anger (& Hurt) 

 Teach you one effective way 
◦ Borrowed/modified from another ministry 

 Notes: 
◦ Will use the term ‘Anger’ generically to 

represent anger, disappointment, 
frustration, sadness, depression, hurt, etc. 

◦ [angry] -> could be “disappointed” or 
“frustrated” or something else. 

◦ [so-n-so] -> choose someone that could 
include yourself or God 

 
 

 



Anger Release Prayer – Practice alone 

 “Lord, I’m [angry] at [so-n-so] because….”,  

 “List out loud everything that you are [angry] at 

[so-n-so] about.  When you are done, let me know.  

I will teach them how to get rid of that anger.” 

 “Lord I choose today to give to you all this 

[anger] I have toward [so-n-so].”   

 “Now, I want you to gather it all up and give it to 

the Lord.  Some put it in a box or a bag.  

However you choose to do it, gather it up in your 

mind and give it to the Lord.  

 [Slight Pause] 

 “Report back what you sense, see, hear, or feel.” 

 



Testimonies 

& 

Break 



The Enemy’s Scheme 

 If we believe that planting lies resulting 
in hurt and pain is a main scheme of 
the enemy, when do you think he’d 
plant the lies in our lives? 

 He uses the same scheme over & over 

 As we go through life, we collect hurtful 
container memories (i.e. ASLs) 

 So when we’re stirred up, it’s like 
stepping on a landmine (of hurtful 
container memory) 

 
 

 



Each Memory is a container 

 

 

 

 

 

 As we get rid of our anger, we are 
unlocking that padlock 

 The problem is that in life, we have 
many of these hurtful containers 

 

 
 

 



Problem in life is that… 

 Reason why small issues become big  

 Marriage issues (ex. Toothpaste cap) 

 Hurtful memories are connected by 
hurtful emotions 

 Emotions are indicators of what we 
truly believe (ex. Phil 4:19) 

 
 

 

ASL 

ASL 

Current Memory 

Mid Level Memories 

Root Memory 
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Problem in life is that… 

 

 

 

 
 

 Freedom comes NOT when we deal with 
symptoms in current memory, but 
when we deal with & cut off the root 

 Before we show you how to cut off the 
root, practice helping one another  get 
rid of anger 
 

 

ASL 

ASL 

Current Memory 

Mid Level Memories 

Root Memory 
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ASL 



Anger Release Prayer (Practice in pair) 

 “Lord, I’m [angry] at [so-n-so] because….”,  

 “List out loud everything that you are [angry] at 

[so-n-so] about.  When you are done, let me know.  

I will teach them how to get rid of that anger.” 

 “Lord (with your help) I choose today to give to 

you all this [anger] I have toward [so-n-so].”   

 “Now, I want you to gather it all up and give it to 

the Lord.  Some put it in a box or a bag.  

However you choose to do it, gather it up in your 

mind and give it to the Lord.  

 [Slight Pause] 

 “Report back what you sense, see, hear, or feel.” 
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Break 



8 Steps to Freedom (Dealing with Root) 

 

 

 

 
 

 No matter the emotional symptoms 
(depression, stress, relationship issues, 
anorexia, etc.), when we deal with the 
root -> symptoms heal 

 Basically 8 steps in this process 
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Current Memory 

Mid Level Memories 

Root Memory 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ASL 
ASL 



8 Steps To Freedom 

1. Biblical basis and prayer (1st time only) 

2. Entry Point ? (which memory to start) 

3. Identify the ASLs in the memory 

4. Connect to lower level memory 
(Repeat 3 & 4 as needed) 

5. Remove all the ASLs 

6. Teach them to hear and obey the Lord 

7. Challenge them to walk & grow in the 
Spirit 

8. Ending Prayer (healing & impartation) 

 

 



Hardest:  Step 3 (Knowing when to stop) 

3. Identify ASLs in lower level memories 

a) Identify Anger in a memory  

 “Are you [angry] at …?” 

b) Mark the “Sins” 

c) Identify the lie(s) in the memory 

1. “How does this make you feel?” 

2. “How does this make you feel about yourself?” 

3. “Why?  (ex. “Why are you afraid?”) 

4. “What do you think would happen if…?” 
 

Might not get to root lie but lowest emotion 

 Stop at that emotion after 2-3 tries  



A Note About ‘Taking Notes’ 

 Taking good notes is valuable 

 Goal is to report back verbatim (keep 
them in their natural frame of mind) 

 Mark on the side margin 

 Circle A – Anger 
◦ Includes person they are [angry] with 

 Circle S – Sin 

 Circle L - Lie 



Step 4 

4. Connect to lower level or root memory 

 “Can you feel that emotion (of being 

powerless, worthless, alone, etc.)?   
 

 Feel that emotion and let your mind 

take you back to a time in the past, 

maybe when you were a little boy or 

girl when you felt the same emotion…  
 

 Report whatever memory that comes 

to your mind.  



Live Demo on Connecting to 
the Root (Steps 3 & 4) 

 

Practice together 

 

(Use Pages 4 & 5) 



Review 8 Steps To Freedom 

1. Biblical basis and prayer (1st time only) 

 

2. Entry point question 

◦ Ask the following:  

◦ “Do you have a hurtful memory that 

you want to talk about or has there 

been anything that has caused you to 

be stirred up recently?” 



Steps in This Process 

3. Identify ASLs in lower level memories 

• Identify Anger in a memory (“Are you angry 

at …?” or “How do you feel about …?”) 

• Mark the SINS 

• Identify the lie(s) in the memory 

• “How does this make you feel?” 

• “How does this make you feel about yourself?” 

• “Why?  (ex. “Why are you afraid?”) 

• “What do you think would happen if…?” 

 



Steps in This Process 

4. Connect to lower level or root memory 
 “Can you feel that emotion (i.e. of being 

powerless)?   

 Let your mind take you back to a time 

maybe when you were a little boy or girl 

when you felt the same emotion…  

 Report whatever memory that comes to 

your mind.  



Step #5 – Remove all ASLs 

5. Remove all ASLs in all memories in ASL 

order 
i. Are you willing to let go of all these anger 

(frustrations, disappointments, etc.) to the 

Lord today? 

a) If they respond, “No”, then ask “What do they thing 

would happen if they are able to let go of that anger?” 

b) If their answer is negative, take that to the Lord “Lord, is 

this true?  Would this happen if they release their 

anger”  

ii. Which of these anger (and/or frustration, 

disappointment, etc.) would you like to deal 

with first? 

 



Step #5 – Remove all ASLs 

b) Get rid of all anger in all memories (with anger 

release prayer).  Process each anger. 

 “Lord, I’m angry at so-n-so because….”,  

 “List out loud everything that you are angry at that 

person about.  When you are done, let me know.  I 

will teach them how to get rid of that anger.” 

 “Lord (with your help) I choose today to give to you 

all this anger I have toward so-n-so.”   

 “Now, I want you to gather it all up and give it to 

the Lord.  Some put it in a box or a bag.  However 

you choose to do it, I want you to gather it up in 

your mind and give it to the Lord. [Pause] 

 “Report back what you sense, see, hear, or feel.” 

 



Step #5 – Remove all ASLs 

c) Confess all sins in all memories.  Confess all 

sins specifically.  (“Lord, forgive me for…”) 

d) Check memories to ensure all negative 

emotions are gone 

 “Go back to that memory.  How do you feel in that 

memory?” 

 If any negative emotion remains, process them 

accordingly (Remove A and/or S) 

e) Take root lie(s) and other lies to the Lord 

(“Lord, is it true that they are not good 

enough?”) 

 There are 3 root lies:  “I’m not good enough, I’m 

powerless/helpless, & I’m/It’s hopeless” 

 



Steps in This Process 

6) Teach recipient to hear from the Lord (for 

other issues) 

◦ Ex. “Lord, What do you want John to know 

about how to respond to his mom when 

she hurts him again?” 

7) Challenge them to fill their hearts now 

with the words and ways of God   

◦ Share about Mat 12:43-45 about house 

being empty and put in order and the 

demons coming back if the house is not 

replenished with the words and ways of 

God. 



Steps in This Process 

8) End session with prayer  

 For physical healing 

 For prophetic word  

 For imparting of the Holy Spirit 



Live Demo on 8 steps 

 

Practice together 

 

(Use Pages 4 & 5) 


